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ECE 3040 Microelectronic Circuits 

Exam 3 


Nov 25,2009 


Dr. W. Alan Doolittle 


Print your name clearly and largely: 

:;0(() -I- r' C) ~ 

Instructions: 
DO NOT TAKE APARTANYPAGES OF THIS EXAM AND SHOWALL WORK ON 
THE PROVIDED PAGES. Read all the problems carefully and thoroughly before you 
begin working. You are allowed to use 1 new sheet ofnotes (1 page front and back), 
your two note sheets from the previous exams as well as a calculator. There are 100 total 
points in this exam. Observe the point value of each problem and allocate your time 
accordingly. SHOW ALL WORK AND CIRCLE YOUR FINAL ANSWER WITH THE 
PROPER UNITS INDICATED. Write legibly. If I cannot read it, it will be considered a 
wrong answer. Do all work on the paper provided. Turn in all scratch paper, even if it 
did not lead to an answer. Report any and all ethics violations to the instructor. Good 
luck! 

Sign your name on ONE of the two following cases: 

I DID NOT observe any ethical violations during this exam: 

I observed an ethical violation during this exam: 
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First 30% Multiple Choice and True/False (Select the most correct answer) 
1.) 	 (6-points total) Identify the bias mode ofthe following MOS capacitors. 

(A) OeR/o'J~ (B) At@lfV1v(ra-.r;O~ (C) r~ver~;d'Y\ 

2.) 	 (4-pointsx:9 False: When the enhancement mode MOSFET is biased at threshold 
(Va=VT)' the sUrface potential ~s=24T, where ~F is dependent on channel doping 

3.) (4-points) True ~ The transistor to 
the right has a Vos>Vas-VT. s 0 

o 	 L£J 
I --------_, J\. _____...,,1 	 ...... ~____ ,..; 

4.) (4-point(jTrue /)False: In the MOSFET 
transistor1otn:e'right, if the drain voltage 
is increased further than it is in the 
picture, since the voltage at the end of 
the pinched off channel is constant, the 
drain current will be constant. 

/$ ~~ 

7.) 	 (3-point~alse: The larger dashed line around the drain compared to the source in the 
figure fo~ 4 indicates a high drain voltage and a large depleted region around the 
drain COIl\it!I:l:Il;=oo"" 

. "\ r~e F6f /se 
__-.:::--.., 8.) (3-poin s e electrons that reach the end ofthe NMOS channel are accelerated through the 

/' pinch off region by the large drain voltage. 

mailto:At@lfV1v(ra-.r;O
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9.) (20-points) Sketch and Label the Bode plot showing the voltage gain in all flat regions and 
the break frequencies (gain in dB vs Log of Frequency). Opamps U2 and U3 are considered 
ideal in every way but opamp Ul was made at Clemson so it is ideal in all properties except 
its open loop gain is only 100 VN. 
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There is a new fonnat for this section. Note 3 separate and unrelated problems remain: 
Pulling all the concepts together for a useful purpose: 

11) (20-points DC Solution) Solve for the Q-point (IDS, VGs, VDS). SHOW ALL 
WORK TO GET CREDIT!!!!! DO NOT convert it to the small signal model and DO NOT 
solve the AC circuit. 

... ... \,.-. ·foe-,)/\g \( )~. . . ..... ;1 J us: ~-It or~) VC;t; - L5 
Use the following parameters (note that K, VT and 1 v with transistor ype): 

For NMOS Depletion Transistors: 
Kn'=20 uAN2 VT= -4.0V 1=0.15 V-I Length (L)= 0.18 urn Width (W)=10 urn 

rf~or ~~S E~~cement Tr~sistors: - -~ .. ~-.-.~~- .'/ 

LKn'=30 uAN2 Vy= +1.5V 1=0.0V-I Length (L)=0.18 urn Width (W)=18 urn 
-----~~-..---'"_._.____~_____.__~ ..~____.________~.-- .__.•.•_ ...1 

For PMOS Depletion Transistors: 
Kp '=40 uAN2 VT= +3.0V 1=0.0 VI Length (L)=0.36 urn Width (W)=lO urn 

For PMOS Enhancement Transistors: 
Kp '=50 uAN2 Vy= -0.75V 1=0.1 V l Length (L)=0.36 urn Width (W)=5 urn 
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12) 05-points Conversion to Small Signal Model): Given the following circuit, 
(a) Identify the configuration ofALL the stages of the amplifier (common 
(b)Convert the circuit to its small signal (AC) equivalent circuit. (c) Solve for all small 
signal parameters (i.e. the transconductance etc ...) for the 1st stage only. You may assume 
all capacitors have infmite capacitance and all inductors have infinite inductance. Additionally 
consider the circuit to be operated at low frequencies where you can neglect all small signal 
capacitances. SHOW ALL WORK TO GET CREDIT!!!!! DO NOT solve the ac circuit 
just convert it. 

Transistor 1 Q-Point: IDs=lmA, Vr=2V, Vos=3V, and VDS=4V, 1..=0.1 V· I 


Transistor 2 Q-Point: Not known. 

Transistor 3 Q-Point: Not known. 


. ~_ . Stage 3..' . . . Answers for parts a) and c): 
,....~.,~:..~., 
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Stage 2: Common {(9 UrLe 

Stage 3: Common Ora,' ~ 
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Stage 1: ro= I,+J..JL 
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13) (20-points) Given the following circuit, a) (15 points) what is the AC voltage 
gain, VoutNin? b) (5 points) What is the input resistance? SHOW ALL WORK TO GET 
CREDIT!!!!! 

Transistor 1: gml=lmAN, rol=52KO 
Transistor 2: gm2=3mAN, r0 2=00 
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